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 Video Cutter 3.0.33 Video Cutter is a utility to help you cut a video in desired sections with ease. This handy video editor can help you cut an unlimited number of video segments from the source video. Restoration P2P 3.0.3 Repair the lost or damaged files that are created with P2P tools. This utility does not damage or corrupt your files. No exact file match is required to fix damaged files, just find
the file and repair it. With just a few clicks, it is possible to repair files that are heavily damaged, the same way that a CD has been ruined. Screen Resolution Manager 1.0.8 Screen Resolution Manager helps you to automatically calculate the screen resolution of your computer monitor and select the optimal monitor resolution. ShadowGlow 4.0.1 ShadowGlow is a realistic, unique and free software to

create stunning shadows. ShadowGlow is based on the idea that every image is surrounded by an aura of light. So shadows in your images look like they were cast by real light sources. No additional hardware is needed, and no technical skill is needed to use ShadowGlow. iScreenShot 2.1 ScreenShot is a simple utility to capture the contents of the entire screen or a selected window on your desktop.
BatXMouse 1.0 This is the first version of an innovative X mouse driver for Linux. It allows you to convert your Logitech G3, G4, M525 or M850 mouse into a PC mouse. It gives back to your mouse all the functions it had on Windows, but without having to install extra hardware drivers! Eye Candy Graphics by TakeTome Software Eye Candy Graphics is an all-in-one Windows wallpaper manager
and image editor. It comes with an intuitive interface, allowing you to set your backgrounds easily. It supports a large number of file formats and can add effects such as water, cloud, sparkles, and shine to your images. iSwapZ 2.0 iSwapZ is an easy to use tool to swap open files among windows. You can choose any window to perform your task. The second window can be used as a place to read and

write files. iSwapZ supports editing of windows properties, and can choose any window as a default application for a file type. GnomeDockFree 0.1 GnomeDockFree provides a handy little window managing utility that is often used for making quick 520fdb1ae7
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